
Premium Faux, Express Faux and Wood Shutters 
       

              Guidelines-             
Use a steel measuring tape and measure to the closest 1/8"         
Measure every opening separately even if they appear to be the same.        
Windows next to each other should be ordered the same height to have the same louver/rail count.  
For windows next to each other  
pick largest size for the outside mount and smallest size for the inside mount.       
              
Inside              
              
Measure width in three places-top, middle and bottom and record the smallest measurement.     
Measure height in three places-left, middle and right and record the smallest measurement.      
These will be the measurements you order.          
*Factory will make deductions needed.           
Outside Mount             
              
Measure width in three places-top, middle and bottom and take the largest measurement and add the 
frame additions below.  
Measure height in three places-left, middle and right and take the largest measurement and add the 
frame additions below.  
These will be the measurements you order. Factory will make no deductions or additions to this size     

              Frame Additions for Outside Mounts          

Premium and Express   Wood Shutters  

Standard L Frame add 4" Standard L Frame add 2.5" 

Designer Frame add 5" Designer Frame add 4.5" 

 
Mounting on Molding            
              
Measure from the outside edge of molding to outside edge of molding. Make sure there is a wide and 
flat area on molding    
for the shutter frame to sit on.  The clearance area required on molding is shown in the table below:     

              Minimum Molding Size for Mounting on Molding         

Premium and Express  Wood Shutters  

Standard L Frame 1 3/4" Standard L Frame 1 1/4" 

Designer Frame 2 1/2" Designer Frame 2" 

              
Mounting Beyond Molding            
              
Measure from the outside edge of molding to the outside edge of molding.  Take the largest 
measurement and add the frame  
overlap beyond molding as indicated in the Frame Additions chart below:       

               
  



Frame Additions for Outside Mounts 
 

Premium and Express  Wood Shutters  

Standard L Frame add 4" Standard L Frame add 2.5" 

Designer Frame add 5" Designer Frame add 4.5" 

              
Note: You must order a frame extension when mounting beyond molding       

 


